
 

Obstructions 
MGAA Informational Series Topic #2 

 
Let’s talk Obstructions (Interference) (IMGA pg22/23) 

Please read the rules for this section below.  

Obstructions: 
CR12.1 An obstruction is deemed to have occurred when the intended 
progress of a rider or pony is inhibited. 
 
CR12.2 If a rider and/or their pony strays from his/her lane and obstructs 
an opponent, the team, pair or individual causing the obstruction is 
eliminated. 
 
CR12.3 If a rider and/or their pony knocks equipment from his/her lane 
which obstructs an opponent, the team, pair or individual causing the 
obstruction is eliminated.  
 
CR12.4 If a rider and/or their pony is obstructed by something that is 
outside their control or that of any team, pair or individual rider, the 
Referee decides whether or not to stop the race and whether or not to 
re-run the race.  
 
CR12.5 If an obstruction results in the obstructed rider falling to the 
ground, the referee will stop the race and the obstructing team, pair or 
individual will be eliminated.  
 
CR12.6 If the referee decides that a team, pair or individual has been 
severely hindered by an obstruction the referee will decide whether to 
rerun the race.  If a race is rerun any team, pair or individuals who has 
already completed the race at the time the incident occurred will not take 
part and their original finishing positions will stand.  
 
Any team, pair or individual responsible for an obstruction offence will not 
take part in the rerun and will be awarded zero points unless they 
committed the offence whilst attempting to avoid an obstruction caused 
by another team, pair or individual.  
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Any team, pair or individual suffering an injury will also not take part in the 
rerun and will be awarded the lowest points available for the race unless 
the injury was a result of an obstruction by a rider from another team, pair 
or individual.  Any other teams, pairs or individuals who have committed 
elimination offences at the time the race was stopped will not take part in 
the rerun and will score zero points.  

  

A few plain notes. 

An obstruction can ONLY occur when the infringing rider/pony is: 

1. Not in their own lane. 
2. Inhibits the intended progress of another pony.  

Please note: 

**A rider cannot ever obstruct another when in their own lane. Not even when 
they are on the edge of their lane. ** 

**The obstructed rider must be in their own lane to be obstructed.  If both riders 
are not in their own lanes one cannot be penalized for obstructing the other. ** 

**The changeover areas behind the A and C lines are still obstructable areas. ** 

-Passing close to another pony does not necessarily inhibit it.  Riding next to 
another pony does not necessarily inhibit it.  Crossing in front of or behind 
another pony does not necessarily inhibit it.   

-A pony throwing its head or being uncomfortable about being close to another 
pony is not necessarily inhibiting it.  

The rider or pony can look over at the other pony.  The rider might sit up more, 
visibly acknowledge the other rider/pony.  This does not mean their progress is 
inhibited.  

Consequently, if a pony tosses its head as another pony rides near it, this is also 
not inhibiting progress.  Some ponies, particularly outside of the Open division 
are more sensitive and reactive to other ponies running around them.  Some 
ponies toss their heads periodically during their ride.  A head toss is not 
inhibiting progress.   

You are specifically looking for a rider pulling up, turning, swerving, or altering 
their course.  

Here are some examples of possibly obstruction offenses. 
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Example 1: The red rider leaves their lane and enters the blue rider’s lane.  The 
red rider cuts in front of the blue rider causing the blue rider to pull up.  It is 
visibly and audibly clear that the blue rider has pulled up.  

This is an obstruction offence and the red rider is eliminated.  The red 
rider entered the blue rider’s lane and inhibited their intended progress.  

 
Example 2: The red rider and the blue rider are both riding on the edges of their 
own lanes, next to each other.  The blue rider’s pony tosses its head and shys 
away from the red rider. 

This is not an obstruction.  No riders are eliminated.  Neither rider left their 
lane.  Neither rider obstructed the other.  

 
Example 3: The blue rider has a missed hand off and circles around to correct it. 
They are behind the outgoing red team’s pony when the incoming red rider is 
coming in to hand off.  The incoming red rider has to swerve away and pull up to 
avoid colliding with the blue rider, circling back to correct the hand off.  It is 
visibly and audibly clear that the red rider had to change course to avoid the 
blue rider.   

This is an obstruction offence and the blue team is eliminated.  The blue 
rider was in the red team’s lane, behind the A line, and inhibited the 
intended progress of the red rider.  

 
Example 4: The red rider vaults on and swerves across three lanes, and then back 
across three lanes, cutting in front of and behind several other riders/ponies. 
The blue rider looks at the red rider and carries on.  The yellow rider yells at the 
red rider “heads up” and carries on. The green rider does not seem to notice the 
red rider at all but the green rider’s pony looks at the red rider as they canter 
past.  

This is not an obstruction.  No riders’ intended progress was inhibited.  A 
rider or pony looking at, talking to, or acknowledging a stray rider is not an 
obstruction.  No riders are eliminated.  

 
Example 5: The blue rider makes a mistake and in an attempt to correct a pole 
gets kicked over into the red rider’s lane just in front of the red rider, causing 
that rider to swerve around it.  The intended course the red rider was taking was 
visibly inhibited and altered by this fallen pole.  

This is an obstruction.  The blue rider is eliminated.  The blue rider knocked 
a pole into the red rider’s path causing the red rider to visibly alter course.  
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Example 6: An umbrella blows into the blue rider’s lane from the crowd causing 
the blue rider’s pony to dart to the side during the race, changing the riders 
intended path.  

The referee should decide if he/she should blow the whistle and rerun this 
race.  If the referee feels the team was inhibited enough for a rerun, any 
teams that had finished at the time the blue pony swerved should not take 
part in the rerun and should be placed accordingly starting with 1st.  If the 
referee does not feel the rider was inhibited enough to warrant a stop of 
the race then the whistle is not blown and no action is taken.  This 
obstruction is not the fault of any other riders/ponies, no one is eliminated.  

 
Example 7: Two red riders are navigating hula hoop, the leading rider has trouble 
holding the other pony and pushes into the blue lane, the blue pair (also one 
dismounted) then swerves out of the way and into the green lane, causing the 
green riders to swerve out of the way, inhibiting their intended progress.  The 
blue rider gets yanked off their pony by the one they are leading and falls to the 
ground.  

The referee should blow the whistle to stop the race.  An obstruction by the 
red team caused a blue rider to fall.  The red team is eliminated for the 
obstruction offence.  The blue team is not eliminated because their 
obstruction was in avoidance of an obstruct against them.  The race is 
rerun without the red team.  

 
Example 8: The red rider has chased their litter into the yellow team’s lane.  The 
blue rider has also chased their litter into the yellow team’s lane.  Both red and 
blue riders avoid obstructing the yellow rider, but the red rider obstructs the blue 
rider visibly.   

This is not an obstruction.  The red and blue teams were both out of their 
own lane and cannot be obstructed.  The only team that could be 
obstructed in this situation is the yellow team.  No one is eliminated.  
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